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Quisling King? 
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th
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Our new monarch, King Charles III, is a man passionate about 

ecology and the environment; giving disadvantaged young people a 

proper start in life; supporting endangered rural crafts and traditions; 

preserving endangered heritage and architecture; and helping local 

communities to become more self-reliant and able to cope with the 

growing threats from 'big business' in this increasingly digital age. At his 

forthcoming Coronation, our new King will become our first-among-

equals, responsible for protecting and sustaining our ancient and 

supreme Common Law Constitution as confirmed by the 1215 Great 

Charter (Magna Carta). His primary role is to protect us all, without 

fear or favour, from government over-reach and the tyranny of those 

who seek to overturn the Rule of Law and our democratic procedures. 

 

However, in June 2020, as the Prince of Wales, the King publicly 

endorsed the World Economic Forum and its planned  

'Great Reset' (also known as the 'Fourth Industrial Revolution') 

where, apparently, we will all own nothing, but we will be happy!  



He is passionate about seeing a net zero economy to stop 'Climate Change', 

but does he fully understand the Orwellian consequences of such a move? 

Does he fully understand the dangers of having a Central Bank Digital 

Currency being enshrined with an invasive and detailed Social Credit 

System? Can he not see the dangers of us, his people, becoming Digital 

Slaves that are increasingly becoming answerable to Artificial Intelligence? 

And is he aware of the nightmare dangers of Trans-Humanism? Does he 

want his Kingdom to reflect what's happening in Communist China where 

the people there are becoming increasingly controlled and imprisoned by 

SMART 5G surveillance technologies? Does he want an 'Internet of Things' 

and an 'Internet of Bodies'? Does he want to see 'Digital Feudalism' whereby 

a tiny number of elitist psychopaths completely control the rest of us? 

 

Something is clearly very, very wrong! Our latest research is showing that 

these globalists are effectively organising the Coronation. Justin will be able 

to give you the latest evidence for this along with what we need to do to stop 

our King from intentionally, or hopefully unintentionally, betraying his 

people. Our ancient Common Law Constitution needs a benign and wise 

Constitutional Monarch to protect our freedoms. Sadly, we are on the cusp 

of a massive constitutional crisis! The people's voice must now be heard! It is 

simply 'The People' v 'The Globalists'! 'Good' v 'Evil'! It's time to roll up our 

sleeves! The 'Great Awakening' has well and truly started! And the 

Coronation must now become a focal point for our very real concerns! 

 

Justin Walker has been researching and campaigning against the 

globalists for well over thirty years. Due to his uncle, he was allowed to 

see briefly behind their mask...he knows both their strengths and, 

more importantly, their weaknesses. He has been a champion of 

Sovereign Money and the 1914 Treasury-issued Bradbury Pound after 

being alerted to it by an insider ten years ago. He is also passionate 

about our Common Law Constitution. Three years ago, he  

co-founded with Sir Julian Rose, the Hardwick Alliance for Real 

Ecology (HARE) https://hardwickalliance.org. 

 

Come & join us! Thursday 9th February - 7pm. 

£7.00 cash on the door. 
https://independentviewpoints.net/ 

https://hardwickalliance.org/



